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L. Ford / R. Coningham

Early Historic Specialisation and Standardisation:
the Technology of Rouletted Ware and

Associated Wares at Anuradhapura

INTRODUCTION

This paper attempts to studythepattern of ceramic
specialisation and standardisation during the Early
Historic period at Anuradhapura. The main aim
of this researchis to assess the technology of three
fine wares, namely Grey ware, Rouletted ware, and

Arikamedu Type 10. The second aim is to examine
the degree of specialisation and standardisation of
these wares and to infer the level of productive
organisation. This is achievable throughthe use of
the macroscopic examination of the sherds, thin-
section petrography, and chemicalanalysis, namely
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and Inductively Coupled
Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). Selected

sherds of Grey ware, Rouletted ware, Arikamedu
Type 10, Arikamedu Type 18, Omphalos ware,
and coarse wares from various south Asiansites
including Anuradhapura, Kantarodai, Mantai(Sri
Lanka), Arikamedu, Alagankulam, Vaddamanu,
and Kopbal (India) were analysed (fig. 1). These
analyses involved the use of both spatial and
temporal perspectives, the former by analysing
selected sherds from multiple Early Historic sites,

such as Arikamedu,andthelatter through the well
dated radiocarbon sequence at Anuradhapura.

DEFINITIONS

Rouletted ware and Arikamedu Type 10 are both
fine wares found predominantly in Sri Lanka,

notably at the site of Anuradhapura, and on the
eastern coast of India, particularly Arikamedu.
They are thought to be tablewares and display
distinct decorations. They are both slipped and
well-fired and demonstrate a variety of colours
ranging from red to grey to black (Wheeler/
Ghosh/Deva 1946). Arikamedu Type 10 is cup-
shaped and displays stamped decoration of birds,
notably peacocks, on theinterior placed in between
incised lines (Wheeler/Ghosh/Deva 1946). It dates
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Fig. 1. Map ofthe discussedsites (after Begley 1991, 177).

from c. 200 BC to 300 AD based on radiocarbon
dates from Anuradhapura (Coningham 1999).
Rouletted ware is dish-shaped and contains bands
of indentations on the interior base, which include
a variety of shapes, such as parallel lines, triangles,
and diamonds (Wheeler/Ghosh/Deva 1946). Rou-
letted ware is a key ceramic in south Asia in terms
of its use as a relative dating technique for Early
Historic sites. Wheeler was the first to use it as
such, although more recent research at Anurad-
hapurahas extended its chronology from c. 400 BC
to 300 AD (Coningham 1999). Wheeler proposed
a Romanorigin for these wares due to the presence
of Arretine ware and amphorae in the samelevels
(Wheeler/Ghosh/Deva 1946). However, further
researchhas indicated that Rouletted ware actually
preceded the Roman layers, which later led
V. Begley to postulate a Mediterranean origin for
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Period at

Ware Anuradhapura Radiocarbon date

Grey ware Period J c. 510 cal BC

— 340 cal BC

Rouletted ware Period I c. 360 cal BC

— 190 cal BC

Arikamedu Type 10 Period G c. 200 cal BC

— 130 cal AD

Fig. 2. Table depicting the chronological sequence of the

wares in this study.
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Fig. 3. Line drawings of Rouletted ware from Anuradhapu-

ra (after Conningham,in press).

the decoration, although she did suggest an indig-
enous provenancefortheactual form of Rouletted
ware (Begley 1988). Unfortunately,little work has
been done on Arikamedu Type 10 and a Mediter-
ranean origin has been postulated (Bouzek/Derani-
yagala 1985). Despite its importance, no chemical
analysis of Rouletted ware was carried out until
the 1990s, when two separate researchers under-
took NAA and XRD (Ardika/Bellwood/Eggleton/
Ellis 1993; Gogte 1997). Both indicated an indig-
enous origin for Rouletted ware utilising a single
geological source. Thin-section analysis by Krishnan
and Coningham has demonstrated clear relation-
ships between Rouletted ware and Grey ware at
Anuradhapura and also between Rouletted ware
from Anuradhapura and Arikamedu, therefore
indicating both temporal and spatial similarities
(Krishnan/Coningham 1997). Grey ware is found
at both Anuradhapura and Arikamedu, although
only the samples from Anuradhapura have been
analysed here.It displays a similar form and fabric
to Rouletted ware, although it is not slipped. It
dates from c. 500 BC to 300 BC (Coningham 1999)
and therefore pre-dates both Rouletted ware and
Arikamedu Type 10 and also coincides with Rou-
letted ware. By analysing Grey ware,it is possible
to match any chemicalcorrelations with Rouletted
ware and Arikamedu Type10. If this is indicated,
then it can provide useful information about any
temporal changes and would support the theory
of an indigenous origin for these wares as Grey
ware was produced prior to any external contact
(fig. 2).

TECHNOLOGY

These wares have been analysed using various
techniques, such as ICP-AES and ICP-MS,thin-
section petrography, and the macroscopic exami-
nation of the sherds. The results of the chemical
analysis of 127 sherds suggest the exploitation of
a single source for the fine wares. The rare earth
elementprofiles suggest that multiple sources were
exploited for the coarse wares, whilst the fine
wares again indicate a single geological source
(Ford/Pollard/Coningham/Stern, forthcoming).
This suggests a high degree of standardisation for
the production of the fine wares, although a low
degree for the coarse wares. The results and the
figures of all the chemical analyses are presented
in a forthcoming paper.

The thin-sections and the macroscopic exami-
nation of the sherds can provide more detail on
the technology with information about the clay
paste preparation techniques, forming andfiring
methods. The clay paste preparation of Grey ware
displays variations with varying amounts andsizes
of quartz grains. The vessels were wheel-thrown
with two main forms of bowls and dishes, although
the dish form is present in the earlier levels. The
firing temperature has been assessed based on the
optical properties of the groundmass and the
presence of certain minerals, such as muscovite
mica. Another indicator is the presence of a
metallic ring when the sherd is tapped. This
evidence has indicated a temperature of between
750 and 900 degrees Celsius forall the Grey ware
sherds analysed. The redox conditions are also
consistent with reducing conditions. This evidence
suggests a moderate to high degree of standard-
isation and becoming increasingly standardised
over time at Anuradhapura.

Rouletted ware also displays uniformity both
over time at Anuradhapuraandspatially at the other
sites. The thin-sections display an even distribution
of grains and an equal size of grains. This indicates
a high degree of standardisation for the clay paste
preparation techniques. The forms do not vary
significantly over time with no diameter changes or
much variation in the shapes. Indeed, only four
different forms have been identified from the exca-
vations of Trench ASW2 at Anuradhapura with no
temporal trends. These forms include plain round-
edged rims, undercut rims and beaked rims(fig. 3).
However, there is somevariation with the estimated
diameters suggesting a lack of standardisation in the
size of the forms and mayindicate multiple potters.
Thefiring is consistent over time with a temperature
range of around 750 to 900 degrees Celsius and in
a reducedne This high level of standard-
isation over such a long timeperiod of around 700
years indicates a very complex picture of organisa-
tion.

The Arikamedu Type10 samples display some
textural discrepancies in thin-section with varying
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Fig. 4. Table displaying a model for the organisation of ceramic production at Anuradhapura based on Sinopoli’s model
(1988).

sizes and amounts of quartz grains. This may
suggest that the potters were notas specialised or
a change in clay paste preparation techniques. It
mayalso be explainedas grading ofthesilt in the
clay deposit. This is quite likely, as we already
know from the chemical analysis that a single
source was exploited for several different wares
over a long period of time. The source may
therefore contain textural differences that are re-
flected in the thin-sections. The forms are very
similar with no temporal or spatial differences,

although there are variations in the size of the
vessels. The firing is consistent with the other
wares in terms of both temperatures and redox
conditions. This suggests that similar equipment
wasutilised with perhaps the use ofa kiln or oven
type structure to control the temperature and the
redox conditions. Asthis evidence indicates a high
level of standardisation, it further supports the
notion ofsilting grades in the clay source, as there
are no changesin the formationor firing methods.

Discussion

This evidence can now beused to assess the level
of productive organisation during the Early His-
toric period. Sinopoli proposed a modelforcraft
production at the Medieval capital of Vijayanagara
(Sinopoli 1988), which can be applied to the
development of three fine wares, Grey ware,
Rouletted ware, and Arikamedu Type 10, at An-
uradhapura(fig. 4). For Grey ware, it is predicted
that Sinopoli’s ‘noncentralised production’ was
practised, whichallows for bothpart-timeandfull-

time production.It is therefore envisaged that the
level of specialisation was at an incipientstage.
Workshops tend to be small and tied in with
kinship. The local clay resource is exploited and
a variety of forms and variable techniques used.
If this is the case, the thin-sections should show
textural differences(i. e. differences in grain shape
and size) and therefore different clay paste prep-
aration techniquesand possibly multiple potters at
work. The chemical analysis should display sim-
ilarities, as all the samples are from Anuradhapura,
and should represent the chemical signature of the
region, although there maybeslight variations due
to varying clay paste preparation techniques, such
as different amounts of inclusions. As Grey ware
is predicted to be at an incipientlevel of special-
isation, the materials and technology are also
expected to beslightly different. A wheel would
have been used to produce the wares and perhaps
the use of a kiln structure to fire the vessels. As
these Grey ware sherds pre-date the Rouletted
ware sherds, it is envisaged that they were pro-
duced using

a

slightly less advanced technologyat
a moderate level of standardisation. The evidence
from Anuradhapura supports this theory with the
wares becoming increasingly standardised over
time.

It is envisaged that Rouletted wareis at a higher
level of standardisation and operated within a
model of ‘centralised production’. It is expected
that full-time specialists operated in workshops
and produced regularised wares and that there was
exploitation from a single geological source and
production was aimed at a wide ‘market’. If this
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is the case, the thin-sections and the sherds should
show similar compositions (both mineralogy and
texture) and should display technical smaliefinies,
suchasin the clay paste preparation techniques and
firing conditions. The chemical analysis should
exhibit compositional similarities also and it is
expected that this will be apparent bothspatially
and temporally. The materials include the use of
wheels and kilns for the manufacture of Rouletted
ware and possibly the use of specialist tools to
produce the ‘rouletted’ design. This again appears
to fit in with the model,altthoweh uae3is a lack
of a developmental phase an the Rouletted
ware from Anuradhapuraas there are no examples
of coarse rouletting or a gradual increase in stand-
ardisation. This may be because Rouletted ware
was not produced at Anuradhapura, or that it
evolved from the Grey ware and hence the forms
were already highly standardised. The skilled potters
may therefore have not required an experimental
stage.

It is predicted that Arikamedu Type 10 is part of
the standardised production system that began
during the developmentof Rouletted ware. It may
therefore fit with Sinopoli’s modelof ‘administered
production’ in which a non-producing elite, such
as a governmentorreligious institution controls
the manufacture. Indeed, evidence for this may lie
in the spread of Buddhism, which develops and
co-occurs with the distribution of both Rouletted
ware and Arikamedu Type10 and with trade both
within the Indian subcontinent and with the east
and west. Again full-time specialists would have
been producing precise forms, possibly for a
specific ‘market’. Exploitation of a single geological
source is again expected.If this is the case, the thin-
sections and the chemical analysis should both
display similar compositions. The thin-sections
should also demonstrate similar technical sea
es. The materials used would include wheels, kilns,
and standardised equipment to produce die dec-
oration, such as stamps. The evidence again appears
to support this model with the only discrepancy
found in the clay paste preparation techniques,
which, as mentioned above, is thought to be due
to natural processes rather than human interven-
tion.

However, there are a numberof problems with
the application of this model to these Early His-
toric ceramics. Firstly, the coarse wares remain at
a low level of specialisation and standardisation,

despite their continued presence throughout the
Early Historic sequence at Aungadibeunten and
contemporaneity with the fine wares within a
state-level society. Rouletted ware and Arikamedu
Type 10 do not display any developmental stages,
which may suggest that they were not produced
at Bouinadibapiites However, Grey ware appears to
be a transitional ceramic that eventually became
Rouletted ware as attested by the technological,
mineralogical, and chemical evidence. This evi-
dence suggests that the different wares had differ-
ent manufacturing cycles and that the pattern for
one ceramic category is not necessarily the same
for another. This has supporting evidence at
Anuradhapura with other craft activities of metal,
bone and shell working (Coningham 1997). The
evidence indicates that these different crafts were
carried out within the same localities, rather than

separate specialised areas as expected within a
state-level society. As there appears to be a co-
occurrence ofthese crafts, this suggests a very
different and a more‘noncentralised’ pattern and
refutes the theory of spatial segregation as a
necessary componentofcraft specialisation. Clear-
ly, the site of Anuradhapuradoesnot fit with some
of the expected patterns indicating the need for
new theories in order to understand Early Historic
productive organisation further.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, this paper has presented the techno-
logical data on three Early Historic fine wares,

namely Grey ware, Rouletted ware, and Ari-
kamedu Type 10. Fromthis evidence,it is possible
to infer the degree of specialisation and standard-
isation and the level of productive organisation.
This research provides a unique insight into the
development of ceramic manufacture at Anurad-
hapura, a radiocarbon dated site in North Central
Sri Lanka. It has also used selected samples from
a numberofother Early Historical sites including
Kantarodai, Mantai (Sri Lanka), Arikamedu, Ala-
gankulam, Vaddamanu, and Kopbal(India), which
allows fora spatial perspective. The application of
this data to a theoretical model, such as that
proposed by Sinopoli (1988) has questioned the
application oftraditional models ofcraft special-
isation and standardisation andtherefore suggests
the need for new approachesto understand ceramic
specialisation and standardisation during the Early
Historic period.
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